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All living organisms are made up of cells. The eukaryotic cell contains a number of 
different types of organelles each of which is surrounded by a tightly sealed membrane.
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Membrane Transport

• Transport of proteins

• Transport of ions 

• Transport of small molecules
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Transport of ions and small molecules by 
means of:

• Free diffusion through the membrane itself
• Free diffusion through channels in the membrane
• Facilitated diffusion
• Active transport
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Ion channels:

• Simple
• Gated

– Voltage-gated channels
– Ligand-gated channels
– Mechano-gated channels
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Active Transport
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The pump cycle of Na,K-ATPase
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Active transport by 
coupling of ion 
transport with electron 
transfer



Figure 1 | Indirect coupling of electron transfer to proton pumping in 
complex I.!Complex I, an enzyme found in mitochondrial and bacterial 
membranes, converts energy by coupling electron transfer to proton 
pumping. Sazanov and colleagues’ crystal structures1 of bacterial complex I 
reveal that the transmembrane NuoL subunit of the enzyme projects a 
long !-helix through the adjacent NuoM and NuoN subunits. They suggest 
the following mechanism to explain how electron transfer drives proton 
pumping. a, Pairs of electrons from the metabolic intermediate NADH are 
transferred to a cofactor (flavin mononucleotide, FMN) and then passed 
along a chain of iron–sulphur clusters in the extramembrane region of 
complex I, eventually reaching a quinone cofactor; blue arrows indicate 

the electron-transfer pathway. This allows a proton (H+) to pass through 
complex I at the interface of the extra- and intramembrane regions. Protons 
can also enter channels in NuoL, NuoM and NuoN from the cytoplasm, but 
cannot pass through. White circles with minus signs represent negatively 
charged amino acids, which are key to proton transport. b, Conformational 
changes in the NuoA/J/K/H subunits push the long !-helix towards the 
other transmembrane subunits. This tilts three other helices in NuoL, 
NuoM and NuoN, causing the reorientation of certain residues in the 
subunits’ channels. These local conformational changes allow protons in the 
channels to pass through the channels and enter the periplasm (the space 
between the inner and outer bacterial membranes). 
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Membrane Transport

• Transport of proteins

• Transport of ions 

• Transport of small molecules

Summary:
Transport across biological membranes



Next Lecture...

Mitochondria and 
chloroplasts - analysis of 

compartments
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